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Section 1:

Introduction

1.0
Legal Basis of LAP
The legal basis for this LAP is provided by the Planning and Development Acts 2000-2002
(Sections 18 and 19). The Act provides for the preparation of Local Area Plans (LAPs) for any
part of the functional area of a Planning Authority. A local area plan shall be consistent with
the objectives of the County Development Plan. It may include objectives for the zoning of
land for the use solely or primarily of particular areas for particular purposes, or such other
objectives in such detail as may be determined by the planning authority for the proper
planning and sustainable development of the area to which it applies, including detail on
community facilities and amenities and on standards of design of developments and
structures.
This LAP has been prepared by North and South Tipperary County Councils (from here
referred to as the Council) and is in accordance with the South Tipperary County
Development Plan 2003 and the North Tipperary County Development Plan 2004. The plan
th
was adopted by South Tipperary County Council on the 16 January 2006 and North
rd
Tipperary County Council on the 23 January 2006. It should be noted that legislation does
not allow a Local Area Plan to identify new Protected Structures, listed trees and views,
Special Areas of Conservation (SAC’s) or Natural Heritage Areas (NHA’s). Reference should
be made to the relevant Appendix of each county development plan in this regard as they
apply to the LAP area.
The following list of Appendices set out in both the South Tipperary County Development Plan
2003 and the North Tipperary County Development Plan 2004 include designations relevant
to the LAP:
Appendix 3
Protected Structures
Appendix 4
Natural Heritage Areas (NHA’a)
Special Areas of Conservation (SAC’s)
Appendix 5
Protected Trees
Appendix 6
Protected Views
Appendix 9
Architectural Conservation Areas (Designations in the North Tipperary Draft
County Development Plan 2003 are located in a separate Book of Maps)
1.1
Functions and Aims of the LAP
The main functions of the LAP are:
(i) To examine the pattern and extent of growth in the village and its surrounding hinterland
in recent years;
(ii) To identify lands for appropriate uses, to provide a policy framework to ensure the
sustainable development of the village and its hinterland and to identify objectives for the
physical development of Holycross and its hinterland. These policies and objectives shall
be implemented over the lifetime of the LAP;
(iii) To provide the basis for assessing the detailed planning applications submitted to both
planning authorities in such a way that Holycross can encourage and assimilate change,
which is essential to the future sustainable development of the village; and,
(iv) To ensure the conservation of heritage assets in the village.
The aim of the Holycross LAP is to ensure the proper planning and sustainable development
of the village. It will therefore facilitate the coordinated social, economic, cultural and
environmental development of Holycross and the conservation and enhancement of its
natural and built environment. The aim is to develop a plan, which would be agreed and
implemented with the concerted effort and mutual co-operation of local people, business,
public and private bodies and voluntary organizations.
1.2
Duration of the LAP
The duration of this plan will be for a period of 6 years from the date of its adoption i.e. 20062012.
1.3
Village Boundary
For the purposes of this LAP, the village of Holycross shall be taken as the area within and
bounded by the blue line on Appendix maps.
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1.4
Previous Plans/Strategies
(i) The South Tipperary County Development Plan, 2003: in preparing the Local Area Plan,
the Planning Authority has had regard to the policies and objectives set out in the South
Tipperary County Development Plan, 2003.
(ii) The South Tipperary County Housing Strategy 2001: this sets out current and future
housing requirements within the County and the requirement for social and affordable
housing.
(iii) The North Tipperary County Development Plan 2004: in preparing the Local Area Plan,
the Planning Authority has had regard to the policies and objectives set out in the North
Tipperary County Development Plan, 2004.
(iv) The North Tipperary County Housing Strategy 2001: this sets out current and future
housing requirements within the County and the requirement for social and affordable
housing.
To date the village of Holycross has not had a statutory development plan adopted by the
relevant county council.
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Section 2: Holycross in Context
2.0
Location and setting
Holycross village is located centrally in County Tipperary and lies on the county borders of
North and South Tipperary. The Hollyford hills lie to the west of the area and the flat peat
lands of the midlands lie to the north and east. The village straddles the River Suir, and was
developed as a religious centre at a fording point in the river. Thurles town lies approximately
5 km to the north east of the village on the regional road R660 and Cashel town lies
approximately 13 km to the south. The village is elongated and centered on a junction of the
R661 and the R660.
2.1
History, Heritage and Culture
Holycross village receives its name from Ceall Uachta Lawyne or ‘the upper church or small
th
church in the territory of Lamund’, a name that attributes to as far back as the 8 century. In
1182 the present ‘Abbey of the relic of the True Cross’ at Holycross was founded on the
banks of the River Suir. Donal Mór O’Brien, king of Thomond (North Munster), granted the
lands of Holycross parish to the newly arrived Cistercian monks, who colonised the abbey
from Monasteranenagh in County Limerick. The abbey formed the focal point of the small
settlement which grew outside the settlement walls.
The Abbey itself is
formed
by
the
development
of
the
buildings onto the cloister
garth, or grass-covered
square with a roofed-in
walk on its perimeter.
The church on the north
side of the square, an
east range including the
sacristy, chapter house
and parlour, the kitchen
and refectory on the
south side, and in the
west range, the cellars
Holycross Abbey
and food stores. On the
first floor in the east
range was the dormitory
for the choir monks while the dormitory of the lay brothers was similarly provided in the west
range.
The Irish Church Act, 1869, which disestablished the Church of Ireland, empowered the
commissioners of the Church of Ireland to transfer all important churches and ecclesiastical
buildings into the care of the State, to be preserved as national monuments and not to be
used as places of public worship. At this time the Abbey ceased to function as a centre of
worship until the repeal of the Act under the Holycross Abbey (County Tipperary) Act 1969
where the abbey was removed from the register of national monuments. Restoration work
commenced in 1971 with a religious celebration of the restoration being held in October 1975.
Aside from the architectural and historic merits of the abbey, the authenticated relic of the
cross, acquired from St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome in 1977, is displayed for veneration in the
north transept and the Padre Pio National Monument and Gardens, erected to commemorate
the Papal visit to Ireland in 1979 contribute to the religious significance of Holycross Abbey
and are main attractions for the Novena, held annually in early September.
Holycross Abbey however is not the only religious centre in the village. The old Church of
Ireland church is located to the north of the abbey on the site of what is believed to be the old
parish church in Holycross, dating to circa 1581. The current building on the site dates from
1821 and is completed in the Gothic style.
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2.2
Village Form and Character.
Holycross village is very elongated and has suffered from a sprawl of one-off housing,
especially along the roads approaching the village. However, the picturesque village core
remains undisturbed and is visually attractive due to the existence of historic structures
especially the Cistercian complex, the old arched bridge, the river and good quality open
amenity areas fringed with deciduous trees.
2.3
Demographics
In order to carry out assessment
of census data, the hinterland of
the village has been taken to
include the Electoral Divisions
(E.D’s) in the immediate vicinity
of the village. These include the
E.D’s
of
Holycross
(North
Tipperary), Clonoulty East and
Gaile (South Tipperary).
Trends in population change
between the years 1991-2002 are
shown in Figure 1 below. As can
be seen, there has been a steady
Enclosed Public Space at the Abbey
rate of increase during this period
with the greatest increase being
experienced between the years 1996-2002 where the population of the village increased by
163 persons (total 610 persons) while the population of the hinterland rose by 145 persons
(total 2454 persons). Closer examination of the rural E.D’s shows that the population of
Holycross Rural has increased by 90 persons to a total of 1424, Gaile by 36 persons to 555
and Clonoulty by 19 persons to 475. Part of the increase in population of Holycross Rural can
be attributed to development pressure from Thurles, which has taken the form of an
excessive number of single dwellings on local and regional roads between the village and
Thurles. In the other rural E.D’s similar development patterns have been established,
particularly between Holycross and Bohernacrusha Cross in North Tipperary. Future
development of these roads within the LAP boundary will be restricted in line with Policy HSG
4 of the LAP.
2.4
Public
Consultation
and Discussion
The Planning and Development
Acts
2000-2002
introduced
statutory Local Area Plans
(LAP’s) and a requirement that
2500
planning
authorities
take
2000
whatever steps are considered
2002
1500
necessary to consult the public
1000
1996
in preparing a local area plan.
500
1991
0
Local community groups and
Holycross
Rural E.D's.
organizations were identified and
Vilage
these were informed of the
Councils attention to make a
Figure 1 (Source CSO)
Local Area Plan. They were
invited to make submissions to the Council. In addition to that, statutory bodies and
Government agencies were notified and invited to make submissions.
Population

Holycross Population Trend 1991-2002

As part of the public consultation process a public meeting was held in Holycross on 29th
September 2004 at the community hall at which approximately 60 people from the local
community attended. The meeting was advertised through the local press and the community
organizations. The meeting was held in order to ascertain the views of the local community,
which in turn were considered as part of the preparation and compilation of a plan for
Holycross.
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Section 3: Village Development
3.0
Village Development Policy
Policy Village 1: Village Development
It is the policy of the Council to provide new housing on land zoned for residential
development or for a mixture of residential and other uses based on the neighbourhood
concept, as follows:
(i) To ensure the provision of a wide range of house types and sizes to meet the needs of
different sections of the population;
(ii) To conform with the DoELG ‘Residential Density Guidelines for Planning Authorities’;
(iii) To provide suitable and supervised amenity areas for children, teenagers and adults; and,
(iv) To provide high quality residential layouts which are traffic calmed by design.
A village boundary has been identified in this LAP, to guide for the future sustainable
development of Holycross. Lands within this village boundary are zoned for village
development and it is assumed that the predominant use of such zoned lands will be
residential. Commercial/retail development on suitably zoned lands in the centre of the village
which is of suitable scale to cater for village needs will be considered as appropriate also.
The neighbourhood concept is based on the principle that people should be able to find many
of the requirements for daily living within easy reach of their home. It ensures that new
housing and service provision, in the form of schools, shops, community and recreation
facilities, are mutually supportive and provide for sustainable and pleasant living
environments.
As stated above, the main approach roads to Holycross are at present experiencing high
development pressure and the extent of existing linear developments detract seriously from
the village character and function. The development of lands outside of the village boundary
as identified in this LAP and within the administrative area of either North or South Tipperary
County Councils shall be assessed under the rural development policies of the relevant
development plan.
Policy Village 2: Village Facilities
It is the policy of the Council to seek improved village facilities as part of new development,
including:
(i) Overlooked open space/village green;
(ii) Crèche, surgeries or nursing homes;
(iii) Shop where deemed necessary;
(iv) Employment uses of a scale and form that enhance viability and amenity;
(v) Streetscape improvement; and,
(vi) Landscape planting, particularly on village edges.
This LAP shall identify a number of specific objectives in relation to the provision of village
facilities. Any new development, which is proposed within the village, shall be required to
provide for the following as part of any development;
(i) Overlooked open space/village green/play area;
(ii) Childcare facility/older persons accommodation where necessary;
(iii) Streetscape improvement;
(iv) Landscape planting;
(v) Pedestrian links where specified; and,
(vi) Lighting/footpaths.
Policy Village 3: Advertising
It is the policy of the Council to resist advertising if:
(i) By reason of size, siting, design, materials or illumination it would harm the appearance of
a building or the character of the Village Architectural Conservation Area or the
approaches to the village;
(ii) It would adversely affect public safety.
Certain types of advertisements can cause particular harm to the appearance of buildings and
the streetscape and obstruct pedestrian movements in the village centre. In order to prevent
these negative impacts on the village, the Council will restrict the following: free-standing
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advertisements on forecourts, signs or advertisements above fascia level, sandwich boards
and more that one projecting sign per commercial unit. The Council will exercise firm control
over advertisements in the Village Architectural Conservation Area and on Protected
Structures. Illuminated box signs are particularly inappropriate in this area and on such
buildings. Poster boards constitute one of the most obtrusive elements of all forms of
advertisements. They rely on their impact on size, scale and location and these are usually
detrimental to the character of the area in which they are situated.
Policy Village 4: Telecommunications Apparatus
It is the policy of the Council in the consideration of proposals for telecommunications masts,
antennae and ancillary equipment, to have regard to the following:
(i) The visual impact of the proposed equipment on the natural or built environment,
particularly in areas of sensitive landscape or historic importance;
(ii) The potential for co-location of equipment on existing masts; and
(iii) The Department of the Environment and Local Government “Telecommunication
Antennae and Support Structures, Guidelines for Planning Authorities” (July 1996) as
amended.
It should be noted that antenna considered exempt under Class 31(k), Schedule 2, Part 1 of
the Planning and Development Regulations 2001, may require planning permission within the
Village Architectural Conservation Area if the antenna are considered to have a negative
visual impact on the village centre. Planning applications for antenna or support structures will
be assessed on any negative impact on listed views and protected structures within the town.
Policy Village 5: Satellite Dishes
It is the policy of the Council to permit satellite dishes except:
(i) On Protected Structures where the special character would be harmed; or
(ii) On the front or side of buildings in the Village Architectural Conservation Area; or
(iii) In other parts of the town where they would cause unacceptable harm to the visual
amenities of the area.
Satellite dishes and telecommunications apparatus, if badly sited can materially harm the
character and appearance of historic buildings and important townscapes. Some satellite
dishes may be erected as exempted development under the Planning and Development
Regulations 2001. Where permission is required the above policy will apply.
3.1
Specific Objectives for Village Development
V1. To seek an increase in the residential provision within the village by encouraging private
housing and restrict the migration of households from the village either to the rural
hinterlands or to other areas.
V2. To consolidate the village by ensuring that a safe pedestrian environment is provided at
the village centre, particularly at the bridge.
V3. To improve the visual enclosure of the streetscape, particularly in the vicinity of on-street
car parking at the Abbey.
V4. To improve and control the quality and design of new dwellings within the village to
ensure that they reflect and enhance its rural location and character.
V5. To maintain and create a village character by ensuring that streetscapes are provided
and that liner/village sprawl is not permitted.
V6. To ensure that services e.g. footpaths, lighting, public seating etc. are provided as part of
new development.
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Section 4:

Village Housing

4.0
Village Housing Policy
Policy HSG 1: Infill Development
The Council will seek the development of infill, derelict and obsolete sites in the village, in a
manner that reinforces local character and protects the historic environment.
The Council recognises the need to consolidate residential development in the town and to
create a strong village core. While infill development will not be confined solely to residential
use, the Council will encourage residential infill provided that:
(a) It conforms to existing building lines and overall scale and character of the area; and,
(b) It respects the form and materials of adjoining buildings, particularly historic buildings.
Policy HSG 2: New Residential Development
It is the policy of the Council to promote a high quality of design and layout in new residential
development in line with development control standards and design guidelines set out in the
LAP.
New residential development will need to provide a high quality living environment for all
residents, both in terms of the standard of individual units and the overall layout and
appearance. The Council will assess such proposals in accordance with the criteria set out in
Section 10, Development Control, and the design guidelines set out in the Appendix.
Policy HSG 3: Village Housing Densities
It is the policy of the Council to encourage a range of densities and housing types having
regard to neighbouring developments, the rural character and built form of the village and the
objectives of sustainable development. It is also the policy of the Council to designate specific
areas in North Tipperary for low-density housing in accordance with the guidelines set out in
Section 10.4 of the LAP.
One of the main objectives designed to facilitate sustainable development is the promotion of
a more compact urban form. The density of a proposed development will largely depend on
the following:
• Proximity to the village centre;
• Impact on the surrounding area;
• Efficient use of the site; and,
• Capacity of public utilities to service the site.
The Council will have regard for the aims of the guidelines contained in the Residential
Density, Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 1999.
Policy HSG 4: Conservation on the Village Fringe
It is the policy of the Council to resist one-off housing on agriculturally zoned lands and on the
approaches to the village and seek a positive approach to the conservation and enhancement
of urban fringe areas, with a special emphasis on maintaining and restoring local character
and a sense of place. Where permitted, development in these areas will ensure the protection
of a defined urban edge and existing features, and the positive enhancement of the
landscape. Development may be permitted which complies with policies HSG 2 - 4 of the
South Tipperary County Development Plan 2003 and HSG 2 - 4 of the North Tipperary
County Development Plan 2004. Compliance with the relevant development control standards
and design guides set out in this LAP and respective county development plans will also be
required.
Changing trends in the agricultural sector have led increasingly to farmers looking for
alternative ways of supplementing their farm incomes. The number of viable farms are
decreasing annually. 1 Farm viability is retained through expansion and diversification which
can be partly funded through the sale of housing sites from recently obtained lands. Within
the immediate hinterland of Holycross the Council will support the diversification of rural areas
and support the creation of alternative employment activities in accordance with County

1
These are defined as landholdings with the capacity to remunerate family labour at the average agricultural wage, and the
capability to give a further 5% return on non-land assets such as livestock, machinery, fodder, etc.
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Development Plan policies. Residential development outside the village boundary shall be
assessed against the policies set out in the County development Plan.
This trend has also led to increasing problems with pollution arising from concentration of
septic tanks, a need for expensive investment in road widening, footpaths and public lighting,
increasing ribbon development, a resulting detrimental impact on the rural character of the
countryside and loss of a clearly defined urban fringe. To continue this trend would inevitably
lead to a deterioration in the rural environment and would have a continued negative impact
on Holycross as a place to live and as a tourist product.
Policy HSG 5: New Residential Development Master Plans
It is the policy of the Council to permit housing development on residentially zoned lands
within the village as identified on the special objective maps of the LAP subject to such
development being in accordance with an agreed master plan for the proposed site and all
contiguous and neighbouring residential lands to be prepared by the developer(s)/applicant(s)
to the agreement of the Council.
The master plan must include provision for:
a) the establishment of building design and urban design guidelines;
b) appropriate facilities necessary to support the development provided through the
inclusion of mixed-use development in the form of a local centre, amenities and
play areas;
c) priority of movement and accessibility throughout the development and
connecting with adjoining urban areas, particularly for pedestrians and cyclists;
d) incorporation of existing vegetation, hedgerows, trees and natural features into
the proposed development;
e) satisfactory mix of housing types and sizes, including affordable and adaptable
housing;
f) compliance with relevant design guidelines and development control standards
set out in the LAP and respective county development plans; and,
g) compliance with the relevant site development brief set out in the Appendix of the
LAP.
No development will be permitted on these lands prior to the completion of a satisfactory
master plan to the written agreement of the Council. Lands north of the R661 will not be
developed prior to the completion of a new roundabout and revised road alignment in the
village as set out in the development brief and Specific Traffic Objectives.
Policy HSG 6: Childcare Facilities
It is the policy of the Council to encourage the provision of childcare facilities in accordance
with ‘Childcare Facilities - Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2001) as amended.
Childcare is taken to mean full day-care and sessional facilities and services for pre-school
children and school going children out of hours. With the growing demand for childcare
provision, there is equal recognition that such provision must be of a suitably high quality.
Quality childcare can benefit children, their parents, employers and community in general.
Childcare provision has also been recognised in the National Anti Poverty Strategy as one
measure to address poverty and social exclusion.
The Council, having regard to the National Policy on Childcare, will promote through the
planning system an increase in the number of childcare places and facilities available in the
county and will seek to improve the quality of childcare services for the community while
maintaining existing residential amenity. Such provision shall be implemented in a sustainable
manner, compatible with the land use and transportation policies set out elsewhere in the
LAP. Appropriate locations for childcare facilities are:
•
On appropriately located sites in large new residential developments;
•
Industrial estates/business parks and other locations where there are significant
numbers working; and,
•
In the vicinity of schools.
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Policy HSG 7 Social/Affordable Housing
It is the policy of the Council to facilitate the implementation of the Tipperary South County
Housing Strategy 2001 and the North Tipperary County Housing Strategy 2001 and any
revision there of. The Council will require each developer to enter an agreement in
compliance with the respective housing strategy and Part V of the Planning and Development
Acts 2000-2004for the provision of social 2 and/or affordable 3 housing. This policy shall apply
to proposed residential or mixed use/residential development on sites that are zoned for
residential or a mix of residential and other use as set out in Appendix 3 of the LAP, land use
zoning matrix.
4.1
Specific Village Housing Objectives
H1. To encourage the provision of private housing within the village, especially by persons
from the locality.
H2. To encourage an appropriate balance between private and public housing within the
village.
H3. To ensure that lands within the village boundary are developed to an appropriate density.
H4. To ensure that all new housing is of high quality design.
H5. To ensure that the rural nature of the approach roads and maintained and that linear
development does not occur along them. Further consolidation of this pattern of
development where it currently exists will not be considered favourably.
H.6 The Council will seek to provide group housing and/or halting bays
(permanent/temporary) for two traveller families on suitably zoned land located within the
LAP boundary.

2
3

Housing for person referred to in section 9(2) of the Housing Act, 1988
Housing or land made available in accordance with section 96(9) or (10), for eligible persons
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Section 5: Village Employment and Economic Activity
5.0
Village Employment and Economic Activity Policy
Policy EMP 1: Employment and Economic Activity
It is the Policy of the Council:
(i) To encourage small scale locally based employment opportunities where it is
demonstrated that they shall be appropriate for the area, and shall not impact on
adjoining residential or other amenity, traffic safety, historic and village character;
(ii) To facilitate and encourage local services such as transport facilities, shops, post
services etc. within the village; and,
(iii) To encourage the provision of services to facilitate new housing and any proposed
employment opportunity.
The village of Holycross functions mainly as a commuter settlement for larger towns of Cashel
and Thurles but has a limited function as a service centre for the immediate hinterland
providing a small range of retail shops, post office, animal healthcare and pubs. Community
services in the form of the national school, the Sue Ryder Foundation, nursing home,
Holycross Abbey and parish related facilities are also present and account for limited
employment. The majority of locally based jobs are therefore in the provision of services and
agricultural based activities and given the location and size of the village, the Council
considers that the most potential for future growth is in the diversification of rural enterprises
and the improvement of services to cater for increase in population. Not withstanding these
issues, the Council has identified lands suitable for commercial activity within the village.
Important to the sustainable growth of the village is the development of the tourism sector.
The village contains a number of unique historical and cultural assets which currently capture
tourist revenue. The development of these assets, the provision of new service facilities and
the marketing of a tourist product for village will further enhance the attraction of Holycross for
tourist trade.
Policy EMP 2: Tourism
It is the policy of the Council:
(i)
To co-operate with the appropriate agencies and local community groups in promoting
tourism and securing the development of tourist based enterprises and facilities in the
town;
(ii)
To preserve the viability of existing tourist attractions by not permitting developments in
their vicinity which would adversely impact on their setting; and,
(iii) To facilitate the development of tourist accommodation at appropriate locations and in
accordance with development control standards.
Holycross is well endowed with tourist attractions located in both North and South Tipperary
which include Farney Castle (circa 1185 and 1495), craft shops and garden centre, bird
watching and environmental parks, Cabragh Wetlands, the River Suir, self catering cottages,
angling, Holycross Rare Breeds Farm at Graiguenoe, Holycross Abbey and other
ecclesiastical settlements and a range of sporting and entertainment facilities located in the
Thurles area. The village also hosts annual events such as the Novena and the Tipperary
Drama Festival. The sustainable development of these resources and the marketing of an
assembled tourist product will improve the availability of employment in this sector in the
village and surrounding area.
5.1
Specific Employment and Economic Activity Objectives
E1. To zone lands on the periphery of the village for a commercial development which would
be appropriate in scale to its context and which would not detract from the village centre.
E2. To facilitate the development and diversification of small enterprises which do not detract
from the environment and amenities of the village.
E3. To assist and facilitate the enhancement of tourist facilities in the village through
cooperation with local agencies and the provision of a safe and attractive environment
within the village.
E4. To provide land north of the R660 for commercial development. Access shall be via
shared access with low density housing. The nature and extent of the commercial
development shall be compatible with the character of the village.
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Section 6: Recreation and Amenity
6.0
Recreation and Amenity Policy
Policy AMT 1: Special Areas of Conservation
It is the policy of the Council to maintain the conservation value of sites identified as a
candidate Special Areas of Conservation in the South Tipperary County Development Plan
2003 and the North Tipperary County Development Plan 2004.
The Suir River within the boundary of the Holycross LAP has been designated as a candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC), ref E002, Appendix 4 of the South Tipperary County
Development Plan 2003. The area has been selected because it supports habitats, plant and
animal species that are rare or threatened in Europe and require particular measures,
including the designation of protected sites, to conserve them. The site is called a candidate
area because it is currently under consideration by the Commission of the European Union.
As the Lower River Suir Special Area of Conservation (SAC) site code no. 002137 flows
through the village, the following measures should be observed in the event of any
development occurring that may have an impact on the SAC. At no time should any work be
carried out without prior consultation with the Department of Environment, Heritage & Local
Government. No silt or any form of pollution should be allowed escape into the SAC from any
development works in the area. All sewerage and storm water facilities must be of a standard
that will not damage the SAC. This is to ensure that proper precautions are taken to prevent
damage to the SAC.
Policy AMT 2: Water Corridors
It is a policy of the Council to preserve an undisturbed edge or buffer zone between new
developments and the Suir in order to maintain the natural functions of existing ecosystems,
to conserve and enhance the amenity of the Suir corridor, including the landscape, water
environment and wildlife habitats and, where consistent with this, to encourage increased
public access and water-related recreation opportunities.
Policy AMT 3: Passive Amenity
It is the policy of Council to seek to retain and incorporate key landscape features such as
trees, stone walls, streams, etc. into open space and landscape plans for new developments
in order to create distinctiveness of landscape and a sense of identity.
Policy AMT 4: Neighbourhood Amenity
It is the policy of the Council to seek the provision and suitable management of LAPS and
LEAPS in new housing estates and to implement measures to find suitable sites for their
provision in existing residential areas.
The Council will seek the provision of such facilities in conjunction with private development
where the location and layout of public open space will ensure the provision of such areas at
suitable locations within the proposed development. Definitions of these facilities can be
found in Section 10.8 of the plan.
6.1
Specific Recreation and Amenity Objectives
A1. Ensure that the visual amenity of the area is protected.
A2. Improve the streetscape and provide pavement pull-outs landscaping etc in the vicinity of
the school, community hall, abbey car park and bridge.
A3. To ensure that all new housing development provides adequate open space within the
development, this area shall be landscaped and finished to a high quality in line with the
development control standards of the LAP.
A4. To ensure that high quality of tree-planting and landscaping is carried out as part of all
permitted development.
A5. To ensure that the high quality and visual appearance of the approach roads are
maintained and improved, by both the encouragement of community involvement and by
local authority maintenance programmes.
A6. To provide a new play area/park on the north side of the River Suir to include access,
footpaths, picnic area fishing platform and boardwalk.
A7. To provide a riverside park/amenity area as part of low density housing to the north of the
Abbey.
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Section 7: Transport and Accessibility
7.0
Transport and Accessibility Policy
Policy TRANS 1: Pedestrian Rights
It is the Council’s policy to improve pedestrian infrastructure and access facilities for people
with special mobility needs in line with the aims of the European Charter of Pedestrian Rights.
Holycross is located at the junction of the main roads R660 leading to Cashel and Thurles,
the R661 leading to Dundrum and the R659 also leading to Thurles. Along with these routes
there are a number of local roads leading into the village serving the rural area in the vicinity.
The problems of traffic traversing the village on these routes is exacerbated by the fact that
the old bridge on the Suir River at the centre of the village is narrow, poorly aligned and
unable to cater safely for the speed and volume of traffic in the village.
Within the village itself the poor provision of pedestrian footpaths, particularly at the main road
junctions, on the roads leading into the village and particularly on the bridge lead to a conflict
between pedestrian and vehicular traffic which detracts from the safety and free movement of
pedestrians between various areas of the village. The improvement of this situation is a main
objective of the LAP.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection of the European
Parliament has produced a report pointing out that pedestrian areas are for the most part
regarded as ‘left-over’ areas. The European Charter of Pedestrian Rights adopted in 1988 by
the European Parliament gives priority to pedestrian movements within settlements. The
Charter includes recommendations on noise emissions, the creation of ‘green lungs’, control
of speed limits through traffic calming, and an effective system of signs for the deaf and the
blind. The Charter also recommends the introduction of the system of risk liability so that the
person creating the risk bears the financial consequences thereof (as has been the case in
France, for example, since 1985).
The Council will, therefore, seek to improve access to buildings and public spaces through the
statutory development control process and will ensure compliance with Technical Guidance
Document Part M of the Building Regulations 1991-2000. This will include ensuring that all
developments, including change of use, alterations, and extensions to existing buildings are
accessible to people with special mobility needs
The Council has completed a number of environmental improvements in Holycross including
the provision of footpaths, carriageway definition and parking facilities at the abbey. The
Council intends to continue with these improvements, particularly for people with special
mobility needs, including elderly people, people with physical disabilities and/or sensory
impairment, and those with young children or carrying heavy loads. The Council also aims to
create a safe network of pedestrian routes within the village linking services, amenity areas,
tourist attractions and residential areas which would be accessible to all.
The issue regarding the safety of the river crossing has been examined in detail by the
Holycross Development Association in their feasibility study on a footbridge over the river
Suir, compiled by A.J. Murphy Architects. Both North Tipperary County Council and South
Tipperary County Council recognise and appreciate the work already carried out by the local
community in this regard and consider the extent of community commitment to be a reflection
of community concern regarding pedestrian safety on the bridge. Both local authorities are
actively considering the feasibility of a number of options which will ensure increased
pedestrian safety at this village location; however no decision has been made to date as to
the most appropriate solution to providing a safe pedestrian river crossing. Following the
identification of a suitable solution, both local authorities would hope to carry out the
necessary works in an expedient manner in line with specific objective T1.
Policy TRANS 2: Public Transport
It is the policy of the Council to co-operate with relevant public and private companies and
authorities to secure improvements in provision of alternative public transport service in the
village.
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National figures suggest there is overdependence in the private car for access to employment
and services. The improvement in public transport services in the general area is of
paramount importance to reduce dependence on the private car, reduce isolation and
improve linkages between the village and employment, schools and services in Thurles,
Cashel and other towns. The Council will work with local bus and taxi companies to improve
public transport options and will support schemes that use the school bus in off peak times as
rural public transport.
7.1
Specific Transport Objectives
T1. In order to improve pedestrian safety on the bridge, the Council will investigate the
various options to providing traffic calming and pedestrian priority on the bridge. Such
options could include single lane designation for vehicles, yield and priority to oncoming
traffic, provision of a new footbridge etc. The Council would hope to carry out such
improvements at the earliest opportunity as funding allows.
T2. Improve junction alignment at the green through the provision of a new roundabout to
facilitate the development of master plan site 1. This would be accompanied by the
closing of access onto the regional road R661 at the western end of the green and the
redirecting of traffic to the improved junction at T2. Further improvements to carriageway
definition should be carried out at the Ballycahill Road junction, the Thurles road junction
south of the river, footpaths in the vicinity of the abbey and bridge and on the approaches
to the village centre.
T3. Provide traffic calming at the approaches to the town on all Regional Roads.
T4. Reserve access onto the R661 from Master plan site 1.
T5. Improve pedestrian safety throughout the village and provide safe pedestrian linkages
throughout the village, especially between the “north” and “south” village and in the
vicinity of the school.
T6. The council will facilitate and support the provision of a bus service for the village of
Holycross; and will promote the provision of appropriately designed bus shelters at
designated bus stops to the north and south of the village.
T7. The Council will improve the quality and provision of off street car parking in the village as
opportunities arise, particularly the provision of bus parking in the vicinity of the school,
the community hall and at various amenities and cultural facilities.
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Section 8: Public Service
8.0
Public Service Policy
Policy SERV. 1: Sewer Capacity
It is the policy of the Council to take account of the drainage system in the area prior to
granting planning permission for development. Only development proposals which can
demonstrate their capacity to control adequately the discharge and disposal of waste water so
as to protect environmental resources and service network capacity will be permitted. All
existing developments which do not currently meet the necessary standards will be brought
into compliance as opportunities arise.
A catchment monitoring study of the Suir River, the Three Rivers Project 2002 has identified
levels of pollution in the Suir along its entire length. As Holycross is a point source within the
study area, Phosphate and Nitrate management in the town will have an impact on pollution
levels in the river.
The Council recognises the importance and vulnerability of natural resources within the town
and particularly in the rural hinterland. The South Tipperary County Groundwater Protection
Scheme was compiled in 1998 while the North Tipperary draft scheme was compiled in 2002.
Both documents will be adhered to in order to protect water resources in the area. With
regard to existing private effluent disposal systems the Council will advise where appropriate
on remedial measures and maintenance and will take enforcement action where necessary to
protect water resources.
The village is currently served with a secondary waste water treatment system which
discharges to the Suir River down stream of the village. Continued use of the existing system
during the life of the LAP is undesirable. Planning Permission will not be granted if the
development proposed is likely to cause pollution or to overload the sewers or to cause
nuisance or endanger public health. Improvement works to the existing waste water treatment
system will be required in order to facilitate new development. In such cases development
contributions will be levied accordingly in compliance with the relevant Development
Contribution Scheme (See Section 10, Development Control).
Policy SERV. 2: Storm Water Retention
It is a policy of the Council to promote storm water retention facilities for new developments
and to incorporate design solutions that provide for collection and recycling of surface water.
There are a number of solutions to the collection and reuse of storm water on site. Artificial
lakes and ponds can be created, open space can be flooded during storm conditions,
underground storage tanks can be installed or waste water recycling systems can be
incorporated in the individual dwelling design. The objective is to reduce the quantity of water
and speed of release to surface water streams/rivers and to reduce dependence on public
water supplies for some applications/uses.
Policy SERV. 3: Litter
It is the policy of the Council to ensure that public areas and areas visible from tourist centres
within the town are maintained free of litter.
The Council recognises that litter is a major environmental problem which significantly
detracts from the visual quality of the town. The Council will facilitate relevant local groups,
Tidy Towns Committee, schools, etc in improving the visual appearance of the village.
Policy SERV. 4: Waste Management.
It is the policy of the Council to promote the increased re-use and recycling of materials from
all waste sources and to implement the policy objectives of the Joint Waste Management Plan
for the South East Region 2002 and the Midlands Waste Management Plan 2000 and any
review thereof. The Council has recently provided facilities for the collection and recycling of
bottles at the Cashel Road. During the life of the LAP the Council will continue to provide and
improve such facilities and services in the village in compliance with the relevant Waste
Management Plan.
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8.1
Specific Services Objectives
S1. The Council will seek to ensure that the village is adequately lit; the Council will require
the provision of public lighting as part of any new development.
S2. The Council will seek to ensure that services such as water supply and wastewater
treatment are provided in order to encourage and facilitate new housing developments.
S3. Ensure that the village centre, housing and public areas are maintained in a litter free
condition.
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Section 9: Heritage
9.0
Heritage Policy
Policy HTG 1: Protected Structures
It is the policy of the Council to preserve the integrity and features of Protected Structures as
set out in the South Tipperary County Development Plan 2003 and the North Tipperary
County Development Plan 2004 by:
(i)
Resisting the demolition of Protected Structures, in whole or in part;
(ii)
Resisting the removal or modification of features of architectural importance; and,
(iii)
Resisting development which would adversely affect the setting of a Protected
Structures.
Note: structures which are listed in both County Development Plans will not benefit from
exempted development rights under the Planning and Development Regulations, 2001-2004.
Therefore any alteration, extension or demolition of the structure or a specified part of a
structure within the attendant grounds of the structure, will require planning permission.
The Planning and Development Acts 2000-2002 affords full and comprehensive protection to
buildings and groups of buildings, including townscapes, of special architectural, historical,
archaeological, artistic, scientific, social or technical interest. This new protection applies to
interiors as well as well as any structures within the curtilage.
Policy HTG 2: Tree Preservation
It is the policy of the Council to protect mature trees as set out in the South Tipperary County
Development Plan 2003 and the North Tipperary County Development Plan 2004.
Development that requires the felling of such trees will not be permitted.
Trees form a valuable part of the urban environment. They provide visual amenity, screen
unsightly features and add to the diversity of the urban experience.
The Council may also request that a tree survey is completed as part of a development
proposal, to ensure that proposals for development will not damage or result in the loss of
trees listed for preservation or of mature hardwoods. A schedule of protected trees is set out
in Appendix 5 of the county development plan. The Council will make Tree Preservation
Orders as deemed necessary during the life of the LAP following inspection and report by a
qualified arboriculturist.
Policy HTG 3: Views and Prospects
It is the policy of the Council to protect views and prospects of special amenity value or
special interest as set out in the South Tipperary County Development Plan 2003 and the
North Tipperary County Development Plan 2004.
It is the aim of the Council:
(a) To prevent development which would interfere or detract from a view which is designated;
(b) To impose conditions on planning permissions where minor modifications may render an
otherwise negative development acceptable; and,
(c) To make additions to the schedule of protected views in the relevant County Development
Plan regarding the Village of Holycross
Policy HTG 4: Archaeology
It is the policy of the Council to protect (in-situ where practicable or as a minimum,
preservation by record) all monuments included in the Record of Monuments and Places. The
Council will also seek to protect, where practicable, the setting of and access to sites. The
council will have regard to advice and recommendations of the Department of the
Environment, Heritage and Local Government, the Heritage Service, the Heritage Council and
An Taisce.
The Council has noted the ‘Record of Monuments and Places’ issued by the National
Monuments and Historic Properties Services (1997) and the Urban Archaeological Survey for
County Tipperary South and North Riding issued by the Office of Public Works (1993) as they
apply to the village of Holycross.
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The Council will, when considering applications for planning permission for development on or
in the vicinity of archaeological sites or monuments seek the advice of the National
Monuments Section of the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government.
The Council may also request that archaeological field evaluation takes place as part of the
proposed development or before development proposals are implemented.
Archaeological heritage is not confined to archaeological sites within the Record of
Monuments and Places, and the Council may require that archaeological field evaluation
takes place as part of the application or before development proposals are implemented
where there is evidence that archaeological remains are present, for example, in or adjacent
to a zone of archaeological potential. The boundary of the zone of archaeological potential is
shown in the Appendix maps.
Policy HTG 5: Village Conservation Area
It is the policy of the Council to protect the architectural and environmental qualities of the
central area of Holycross through the designation of a Village Conservation Area. Within the
Area the Council will have regard to:
(i)
The impact of proposed development on the character and appearance of the Village
Conservation Area in terms of compatibility of design, colour and finishes, and
massing of built for;
(ii)
The impact of proposed development on the existing amenities, character and
heritage of these areas; and
(iii)
The need to retain important architectural and townscape elements such as sash
windows, gutters and down pipes, decorative plasterwork, etc.
The character of the village is formed by the presence of the abbey, river, bridge,
neighbouring structures and roads. The layout and setting of these features and the
interactive public spaces between them form the important fabric of Holycross. In order to
retain this character it is therefore essential to ensure future development does not detract
from such features.
The designation of the Village Conservation Area will function to retain the existing vernacular
building characteristics of the village centre. Where development is proposed to buildings
within this area, the council will insist that vernacular building features are retained and that all
new works are sympathetically designed so as to add to the built character of the Village
Conservation Area. The quality of the townscape can be harmed if individual buildings fall into
disrepair or where successive alterations which may result in a loss of architectural character.
An example of architectural detail being lost is the removal of original sash windows and
replacement with uPVC.
The Council will also have regard to the Architectural Heritage Protection Guidelines for
Planning Authorities 2005 when assessing proposed works to Protected Structures set out in
the North Tipperary County Development Plan 2004 and South Tipperary County
Development Plan 2003.
The Council has statutory powers which can be used to prevent loss of the character of
Protected Structures and the Village Architectural Conservation Area. The Council will, as
funds allow, provide conservation grants to help in the repair of Protected Structures and
important buildings in the Village Architectural Conservation Area
9.1
HT1.

HT2.

HT3.

Specific Heritage Objectives
Seek the improvement of public areas throughout the village, particularly in the
vicinity of the Holycross Abbey and the River Suir in order to improve the setting of
historic and cultural landmarks.
Liaise with and facilitate local interest groups in the development of a co-ordinated
tourism product for the village incorporating appropriate signage, landscaping, river
improvements, etc.
Facilitate the appropriate reuse of derelict or underutilised historic and other buildings
throughout the village in order to improve the visual appearance and general
provision of community, service and other land uses of the village.
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SECTION 10: DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
10.0
Introduction
Development control is a statutory process, and the Council is required to control
development by ensuring that permissions granted under the Planning Acts are consistent
with the policies and objectives in the LAP. This part of the LAP deals with the planning
standards and design criteria which will be applied by the County Council to development
proposals within the LAP Area (see Map 1).
There is provision for a degree of flexibility, which will apply where proposed development is
otherwise consistent with proper planning and development and the preservation and
improvement of amenities in the town.
10.1
Enforcement
The Planning Acts give power to the Council to take enforcement action when development is
started without planning permission, if conditions attached to permission are not complied
with, or when other breaches of control have been committed. Contravention’s of planning law
undermine the successful implementation of the Council’s policies and are unfair on those
who have abided by planning controls. The Council will take enforcement action whenever it
is expedient to do so, having regard to the policies in this LAP and other material
considerations.
10.2
Development Contributions
Considerable sums of money have been and will continue to be expended by the Council in
the provision of public services. The Council will require financial contributions towards the
capital expenditure necessary for the provision of infrastructure works required which facilitate
development. Such works include drainage, water supply, roads, footpaths and traffic
management, open space and car parking.
Both Councils have adopted development contributions scheme which will be in force during
the life of the LAP and which are in compliance with the requirements of Sections 48 and 49
of the Planning and Development Acts 2000-2002. Funds raised through the contribution
scheme are provided for the provision and development of infrastructure and facilities. Copies
of the respective schemes are available for purchase at the offices of each Planning
Authority. All permitted developments will be subject to the requirements of the contributions
scheme.
10.3
Bonds
Developers shall be required to give adequate security by way of a cash deposit or bond to
ensure the satisfactory completion and maintenance of residential developments. To this
effect the Council will impose conditions in terms of Section 34(4) (g) of the Planning and
Development Acts 2000-2002 on applicable applications for planning permission. The amount
of the Bond will be calculated on the basis of 25% of the estimated cost of site development
works. The onus will be on the developer to give written certification that infrastructural
services have been completed to the required standards.
10.4
Residential Density/Plot Ratios
Layouts shall be designed so that traffic calming is naturally integrated. Turning areas must
provide for emergency vehicles.
The Council does not wish to set minimum or maximum residential densities, but to seek
efficient and sustainable development on all residential zoned land. The Council will apply the
guidelines contained in the Residential Density – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (DoELG,
1999). However, the following general guidelines will apply:
Density: In central urban areas new development shall comply with established densities, or
create new streetscapes or courtyard type development, only in exceptional circumstances
will single houses on enclosed sites be accepted. On the urban fringe a density of 20-30 units
per ha (8-14 per acre) would be acceptable.
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Plot ratios will be influenced by general planning standards and Section 5.2 of Residential
Density – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (DoELG, 1999), but will generally be:
Town centres: plot ratio 1.0 - 2.0
Town Suburbs: plot ratio of 0.25 - 0.5
Site Coverage shall be a maximum of 70% in the town centre.
The Council has designated areas of land specifically for low density housing. This policy is
designed to meet a number of existing requirements, including:
(i)
counteracting the demand for urban generated houses in rural areas;
(ii)
opportunities for self build through serviced sites;
(iii)
demand for large plots and large housing units.
Development in areas zoned for such development will be required to provide open space
and social infrastructure as required under general zoning. Requirements under Part V will
also need to be met.
The layout of these areas will be 4-5 houses to the acre and will be sufficiently widely spaced
to allow existing and new landscape to dominate. Boundaries will be of hedge rows and
concrete boundaries will be resisted. The overall character of these areas will reflect arcadian
principles with a rural character.
10.5
Infill
Good infill development does not necessarily imply an exact copy of what was there before or
what the adjacent buildings are like. It is, however, important that the overall building lines
and heights are retained. The Council will seek to ensure that all development, whether newbuild, redevelopment or renovation, will be undertaken so as to enhance the living
environment and appearance of the town. The Council will also consider development
proposals against the aims of sustainable development. Design considerations will vary
depending on the location of the proposed development. However, design proposals
particularly in the Architectural Conservation Area, will be examined under the following
headings:
• Layout/Density
• Building Line
• Height and Mass
• Materials and Colour
• Amenity and
• Access
10.6
Extensions to Dwellings
The Council will seek to implement the following guidelines in respect of residential
extensions:
• the extension should generally be subordinate to the main building;
• the form and design should integrate with the main building, following window proportions,
detailing and finishes, including texture, materials and colour;
• a pitched roof will be required except on some small single storey extensions;
• designs should have regard for the amenities of the neighbouring residents, in terms of
light and privacy; and
• dormer windows should be subordinate in design, set back from the eaves line and built to
match the existing roof.
10.7
Childcare Facilities
The Planning Authority will take into account of the provisions of the Childcare Facilities:
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (June 2001).
Requirement: one childcare facility with places for 20 children for each 75 dwellings.
Locations: Industrial/commercial parks, adjacent to schools, neighbourhood and district
centres.
Facilities: should be accessible to all groups, should include safe and convenient parking for
staff and customers and a safe drop off area for parents. Facilities should have an outdoor
area for outdoor playtime. Master plans shall identify locations for childcare facilities.
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In assessing applications for childcare facilities in existing residential business areas, the
Local Authority will look favourably on proposals that protect the character and amenities of
the area and provide for high quality childcare facilities.
10.8
Public Open Space Requirements
The Council will consider each planning application on its merits, considering density, house
type and occupancy, location and the general quality of development. However, Table 5 sets
out the minimum requirements per 1,000 population.
Table 1 Minimum Open Space Requirements
Type of Open Space
ha per 1,000 people
Children’s Play Space
0.7
Sports Grounds
1.7
General Use
0.4
Total
2.8
Policy AMT 4, Section 6 identifies the need for LEAPs and LAPs as part of new housing
development, which should be provided as follows:
Local Areas for Play (LAPs):
LAPs are small areas of un-serviced play space normally located within close proximity of the
surrounding houses it is intended to serve (e.g. 1- or 2-minute walking time, or approximately
60m). These areas can cater for, but are not limited to, the 2-6-year old age group. Some
limited static play equipment may be provided, and must conform to all applicable safety
standards. The surface for these areas will normally be grass, but this may differ according to
the type of static equipment provided, if any. Any surfacing must comply with all applicable
safety standards. These shall normally be fenced with a gate, but be so designed as to
ensure maximum overlooking and visibility from nearby houses.
Local Equipped Areas for Play (LEAPs):
LEAPs area unsupervised play areas normally located within reasonable proximity from the
houses it is intended to serve (e.g. within 5-minutes walking time, or approximately 240m).
These areas will provide various types of play equipment, based on the extent of the area and
the target age group. These areas can cater for all age groups, including 2-6-year old, 6-12
year old, and even up to 16-year old, or a combination of age groups. The area shall be
surfaced appropriately according to the type of equipment provided. Various different types of
surfacing may be provided, and all surfacing and equipment shall conform to all applicable
safety standards. These areas shall normally be fenced with a gate, and shall be so designed
as to ensure maximum overlooking and visibility from nearby houses.
Safety Standards for Equipment and Surfacing:
All equipment and surfacing materials shall comply with all applicable safety standards,
including European Safety Standards for Children’s Playground Equipment EN1176 and
Impact Absorbing Surfacing EN1177.
However, as a guide, the Council will seek a minimum of 10-15% of gross site area as open
space. In calculating the area of open space required, the Planning Authority will be guided by
the standards contained in Sections 5.7 and 5.8 of Residential Density – Guidelines for
Planning Authorities (DoELG, 1999).
The Council will consider accepting financial contributions in lieu of actual provision, in order
to improve the quality of existing open space or development of new public space.
10.9
Private Open Space
A minimum of 48 sqm. private open space will be required for 1-2 bed units. Each subsequent
bedroom will require an additional 10 sqm. Private open space for apartments in the village
centre will be:
1-bed apartment – 10 sqm.
2/3-bed-apartment – 15-20 sqm.
On the edge of towns and villages the private open space will be:
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1-bed apartment – 20 sqm.
2/3-bed-apartment – 30-40 sqm.
10.10 Parking and Loading
Table 6 sets out the Council’s car parking requirements. In addition to the general car parking
standards required, service bays may also be required.
Table 2 Car Parking Standards
Land-use
Cinema
Bars/Restaurant/
Hotel
Clinics/Surgeries
Caravan Park
Crèches

Dance
halls/Discos
Dwelling (up to 3
bedrooms)
Dwelling
(4
bedrooms
or
more)
Golf courses
Hotel/Motel/Gues
t House
Land-use
Leisure Centre
Light Industry
Manufacturing
Nursing Homes
Offices
Retail
Shops/Supermar
kets
Retail
Warehousing
Science&
Technology
Based
Enterprises/Busin
ess Park
Warehousing
Other

Standards
1 space per 3 seats
1 space per 15 sqm.
public area
2 spaces per consulting
room
1 space per unit of
accommodation
1 space per 4 children
plus 1 space per
employee
1 space per 10 sqm.
1 space per dwelling
unit
2 spaces per dwelling
unit
4 spaces per hole
1 space for every 2 bed
spaces
Standards
1 space per 50 sqm.
1 space per 35 sqm.
1 space per 35 sqm.
1 space per 4 residents
1 space per 35 sqm.
1 space per 20 sqm.

1 space per 35 sqm.
1 space per 25 sqm.

1 space per 100 sqm.
Individual assessment
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The number of service parking bays will depend on the nature of the proposed business, and will
be determined by the Council in each case, in accordance with the standards contained in and
Sections 5.9 of Residential Density – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (DoELG, 1999). Where
the developer is unable to meet the requirements relating to car parking, a contribution,
commensurate with the shortfall in spaces, shall be paid to the Council to facilitate the provision
of car parking facilities elsewhere.
Car parking should be located where possible behind established building lines in the interest of
good townscape. Where parking is proposed to the front of a building, it is important that planting
and boundary walls/railings are used to maintain the visual appearance of the area. In town
centre mixed-use development proposals, consideration will be given to dual parking where peak
times do not coincide. Where parking is associated with late night uses such as places of
entertainment, car parking should be sited so as to reduce noise disturbance to adjoining
residents to a reasonable level.
Note: Points 1-4 below apply
(1) Each car space shall be 4.8m x 2.5m with 6.1m wide circulation aisles.
(2) Disabled spaces shall be 3m wide, with a one space per 20 provision.
(3) Loading bays should be generally 9m x 5m (but at least 6m x 3m).
(4) In case of a use not specified in Table 6, the Council will determine the parking requirements.
10.11 Bicycles
The Council will require that secure cycle parking facilities of 5-10%, are provided for new office,
industrial and commercial uses.
10.12 Petrol Filling and Service Stations
Compliance with requirements of R.T. 42 of An Foras Forbartha in so far as they relate to Petrol
Filling Stations, and S.I. 311 of the 1979 Dangerous Substances (Retail and Private Petroleum
Stores Regulations), and the following:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

A minimum of frontage of 30m within a 60 km/h area and 45m in other speed limit areas;
A minimum distance of 7m from the pump island to the road boundary;
Two access points, between 7-9m wide, with a minimum junction radius of 10.7m;
A min distance of 50m from entrance to nearest major junction and 25m to nearest minor
junction;
v) A footpath of 2m wide with 0.5m high wall along the front boundary;
vi) A petrol/oil interceptor to the surface water drainage;
vii) Adequate facilities for storage of refuse and waste on site;
viii) A scheme of landscaping;
ix) Any associated retail unit should cater for motor related goods, and ancillary convenience
type shops limited to a floor area not exceeding 50 square metres. A workshop may be
permitted where there is no adverse effect on the amenities of the area.
10.13 Advertising Structures and Signs
The following design guidelines are in support of Policy Village 3: Advertising. Advertising
structures can be divided into two categories:(a) signs to advertise a business, goods or service;
(b) hoardings or poster boards erected or rented by specialist firms.
Advertising must be carefully controlled in order to avoid clutter, protect visual amenity,
particularly in the Architectural Conservation Area, and in the interest of traffic safety. The
erection of signs is a necessary part of commercial life and in the interest of traffic direction. The
following guidelines will be used in assessing license applications under Section 254 of the
Planning and Development Acts 2000-2002 in order to control such development in line with
Policy Village 3:
(a) well designed and suitably located signage will be favourably considered;
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(b) each application will be considered on its merits having regard to traffic safety, visual amenity
and commercial interests;
(c) in line with Department of the Environment guidelines, strict control in relation to advertising
along National Routes will be exercised in the interest of traffic safety;
(d) tourism signage shall conform with the Department of the Environment “Criteria for the
Provision of Tourist Attraction and Accommodation Signs”;
(e) the Council will promote the use of composite advance signs to avoid a proliferation of
competing commercial signs;
Details of shop-front signage are set out in greater detail in Appendix 1 but can be summarised
as follows:• shop-front signs shall be confined to fascia level,
• projecting signs will be confined to one located at fascia level,
• internally illuminated plastic box signs will not be permitted,
• projecting or hanging signs illuminated by spotlight may be permitted where visual clutter
does not occur, and
• free-standing signs such as sandwich boards will not be permitted on footpaths, where
they cause an obstruction to pedestrian use.
Note: Unauthorised signs on private property will be subject to enforcement procedures and such
signs on public roads will be removed by the Council.
10.14 Poster Boards
Poster boards constitute one of the most obtrusive elements of advertising, and it is undesirable
that hoardings or structures be located in the open countryside, approach roads to the town or
within the Architectural Conservation Area. Alternatively, poster boards forming temporary
screening for derelict or vacant sites or sites where development is taking place can carry a
useful function. Boards fitting this description should no exceed 30% of the wall or screening on
which it is mounted.
10.15 Land-use Zoning Objectives
The purpose of land-use zoning is to indicate the planning control objectives of the Council for all
lands within the village boundary. This ensures that development is guided towards the right
location and enhances both commercial stability and the environment of the Village.
Table 3 Proposed Land Zoning Areas
Code
Type of Landuse Permitted

Area
(Ha)
22.00

R1

To provide for new residential development.

R

To preserve and enhance existing residential amenity, ensuring
that any new development does not result in excessive overlooking
of existing residential properties, does not reduce general safety for
existing residents and does not reduce the usability and security of
existing public and private open space.
To preserve and enhance open spaces and amenity areas.

23.66

To provide and improve commercial activities in line with relevant
policy of the LAP.
To protect social and public facilities.

4.67

E
C
SP

11.90

4.17

To provide for agricultural needs and to protect and enhance rural 47.50
amenity.
Six such zones are indicated in this LAP. The Use Zoning Matrix is intended as a general
guideline in assessing the acceptability or otherwise of development proposals, although the
listed uses are not exhaustive. However, they relate only to land-use. Factors such as density,
height, massing, traffic generation, public health, design criteria and visual amenity, and potential
A
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nuisance by way of noise, odour and pollution are also significant and relevant to the proper
planning and development of the area.
Appendix 3 lists the land-use activities referred to under each zoning objective. It indicates the
acceptability or otherwise (in principle) of the specified land-uses in each zone. Details set out in
Appendix 2 of the LAP are relevant to identified lands also.
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Appendix 1: Building Design and Features of Traditional Tipperary Rural
Villages.
1.0 Purpose of Design Guidelines
These guidelines apply to the area that is enclosed by the Holycross Village Boundary; this area
forms the future development potential of the village. The purpose of these guidelines is to create
awareness in persons who may wish to build in Holycross, of the character and sensitivity of their
surroundings. These guidelines aim to demonstrate good house design principles appropriate to
Holycross that will preserve and enhance its character for generations to come. The Council does
not seek to unreasonably restrict good quality contemporary designs, however, proposals which
exhibit no adherence to these design principles will not be permitted.
The guidelines illustrate how planned village expansion can be of a scale and extent appropriate
for the character of each village. The guidelines will apply to those areas that are contained within
the village boundaries as set out in the Settlement Plans. The detrimental impact of inappropriate
urban style dwellings on the aesthetic character of rural villages bears testimony to the inherent
need for professional expertise. All developers are encouraged to engage suitably qualified
professional architects, a list of which may be supplied on request by the Royal Institute of The
Architects of Ireland. Implementation of good design principles need not incur additional costs,
while the payment of professional fees can be offset as a sound investment enhancing the capital
value of the dwelling.
1.1 Village Character
The distinctive character of all villages and surrounding countryside should be acknowledged in
the design of any new village development. Village character is derived from the interaction of
physical features and human activities such as land-use patterns, settlement forms, and building
designs. Thus, the visual character of a village should be assessed and new developments
should be well related in pattern, scale and location to existing development. Distinctive features
such as church spires, views into the surrounding countryside or simply a group of trees, lend to
the unique character of a village. New developments should not mask these special features;
instead they should be incorporated as integral elements of the village character. Older buildings
such as forges, mill buildings and farm structures may provide a link to the past. Redevelopment
or reuse of these buildings serves to retain the historic fabric of the village and may provide
valuable community or employment facilities.
Holycross is a small traditional Irish village settlement; was established originally in tandem with
the religious settlement of the abbey and has become a service centre for its agricultural
hinterland. The village is centred on a number of roads, and is characterised by its historic
buildings, river crossing, mature trees, elongated streetscape, parklands and pleasant village
centre. The village is nestled in
the shadows of the abbey and
contains a number of interesting
features such as old and new
thatched
cottages,
religious
centres, single-storey terrace
dwellings and traditional twostorey
retail/commercial
properties
forming
important
terminal vistas in the village
centre. New development within
the village should reflect the
existing
developments
and
should incorporate similar design
features and materials/finishes.
Business Premises in the village centre
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1.2 Village
Settlement
Patterns
and
Neighbourhoods
Village dwellings were traditionally grouped or
clustered together, as can be seen at the
village centre in proximity to the bridge and
abbey. This is the oldest part of the village
and is typical of all rural Tipperary villages.
More recent development of linear cottages
has further enhanced the village centre. New
housing estates have provided further
accommodation on the periphery of the village
and are now being somewhat assimilated into
Terrace of Dwellings in the Village Centre
the village through appropriate landscaping.
Scattered and random linear development
along the approach roads have detracted from the village as they have allowed the village to
sprawl in a number of directions, particularly in the direction of Bohernacrusha Cross.
Consequently, new development within Holycross will be required to create clear identifiable
village boundaries, as defined in this LAP and continued scattered linear development along the
public road will not be permitted. Development will be required to make best use of village lands;
consequently, excessively low density and inefficient use of village land shall not be permitted.
1.3 Commercial and Business Development
Small shops and employment opportunities suitable in scale to rural centres can be
accommodated in and around many settlements. Residential developments could extend the
local tradition of adjacent living and working quarters by incorporating office or small scale
working premises where required. Shops and other commercial activities should be sited at
prominent locations to create landmarks and enhance village character, as can be demonstrated
by the siting of existing businesses in the village.
1.4
The Fabric of the Village
Architectural
Conservation
Area
The fabric of Holycross includes
the materials used in the buildings
whether they are stone, slate or
plaster; the manner in which they
are used, i.e., the architectural
details, such as doors, windows,
cornices, gutter and various
constructional
details;
the
incidental spaces formed by the
buildings and the materials with
which these spaces are laid out,
i.e.,
walls,
pavements
and
Terraced Streetscape in the Village Centre
planting. There are also landmark
features and objects distinctive to
Holycross i.e. Holycross Abbey, the Suir and bridge, open spaces, tree stands, historic buildings,
residential properties and small shops, etc. which are a link with the past and help to establish
sense of place and community pride.
The fabric of the village, therefore, is made up of elements which themselves may be quite small,
but taken together are quite important in determining the character of the village. The
accumulative effect of small changes to these elements, whether by removal, crude repair,
tactless additions etc, can a have a long term detrimental impact on the character and
appearance of the village. There is an unfortunate change towards the use of aluminium and
uPVC in window replacement which has meant that many original sash windows have been lost.
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Unity and harmony existed when all windows were traditional up and down sash windows, now
windows are varied in design, glazing pattern and colour, and out of character with the historic
streetscape into which they are inserted.
1.5
Colour
The use of carefully selected colours can greatly enhance a streetscape. Colour is used to
articulate doors, windows, decorative elements and any shop-front. In deciding on colour for
buildings in the Architectural Conservation Area, four major categories are commonly used:
1. Render: - This is where the sand/cement render is left unpainted. The render is often
decorated with techniques which vary from simply scoring of coursing lines to elaborate
mouldings which imitate stone or decorative timber mouldings.
2. Neutral Colour: - This is where the bulk of the building is painted white, off white, cream or
some other neutral colour. In these instances details of architecture are often picked out in
contrasting colours.
3. Pastels: - The colours are muted but definite relationships such as harmony or contrast of
warm or cool colour schemes exist.
4. Strong Colours: - Very vivid colour schemes are usually confined to focal buildings. They are
difficult to design and require confidence and an intuitive eye for colour relationships. Such
colour schemes require a high degree of maintenance or they will quickly look run down.
As a general rule, the use of white for windows and reveals helps to relieve and relate the most
contrasting colours. The use of strong colours on strategically located buildings at corners or at
ends of streets will help considerably to add to the character of the Architectural Conservation
Area. When dealing with groups of buildings with a more unified expression a more formal
painting scheme may be necessary to reflect the architecture.
1.6
Traditional Shopfront Features
Shop-fronts are one of the quality features of Irish vernacular architecture. The village of
th
th
Holycross has much of the townscape dating from the 19 and 20 centuries, with the exception
of key historical buildings. The traditional shop-fronts in the village have a predominant vernacular
and modest character reflecting their location and associated uses.
Most shops within the village have
separate entrances to upper residential
accommodation
while
some
retain
separate access to the rear yard of the
shop. These are important architectural
features as well as being important to
retaining the viability of living over the
shop and linking off-street spaces to
public spaces.
The typical elements contributing to the
unique character of the traditional
shopfront are the pilasters and columns or
vertical surrounds, nameboard of fascia,
window shape, proportion and glazing
bars, decorative details and colour.

Shopfront in the Village Centre

1.7
Pilasters
Most shopfronts have vertical surrounds termed pilasters, framing the edges of the front and
occasionally on either side of the door in addition. Pilasters are imitation square columns partly
built into, partly projecting from a wall. The pilasters may be stone, plaster or timber and appear
to carry the weight of the fascia and the wall above. Like columns they may be smooth or fluted
and often supporting the cornice. The heads of pilasters or columns may be plain or decorated
according to classical architectural convention: Doric, Ionic or Corinthian. Decorative carving on
the pilaster caps and bases is a particularly beautiful feature of the traditional front.
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1.8
Columns
An alternative to the pilaster is the column which is circular in shape and is often in marble with
capital designed to classical convention.
1.9
Entablature
The lowest part of the entablature is the architrave. Next is the frieze, which is used as the fascia
board and takes the lettering. Over this is the cornice which protects the lettering from the
weather. Cornices and to a lesser extent architraves, may be elaborately detailed to increase
their decorative effect.
1.10
Brackets
Frequently brackets (projecting supports) are found at the heads of the pilasters. Sometimes they
stop underneath the frieze, but often they run through to the cornice acting as ends to the fasciaboard. Brackets are of many designs, from scrolls to heaped profusions of foliage, fruit and even
animals. Brackets, terminating fascia-boards are topped by caps like a mini-roof to stop the
penetration of water.
1.11
Fascia
The nameboard of the typical
shop can vary from the simplest
fascia with painted or raised
lettering to a highly decorative,
carved classical entablature with
elaborate consoles at the side and
a cornice to throw off the
rainwater at the top.
Fascia
boards are often angled to direct
the sun at the shopper. Sign
writing is only applied to the fascia
and should not be applied higher
up the facade.
1.12
Stall-risers
The use of stallrisers, which is the
area below the display window,
was originally a method of
reducing the expanse of glass as
well as ensuring that the shopfront
formed an integral part of the
building.

Shopfront Detail

Today it also has a practical benefit of providing protection for the window from feet, dogs and
moisture. As a general rule, stallrisers should not be lower than the height of the adjoining pilaster
base.
1.13
Window Shape, Proportions & Glazing Bars
Highly decorative vertical mullions (vertical divisions between the panes), dividing the windows,
are a common feature of the traditional Irish shopfront. Typically, these often have a slim profile
th
and can be plain or intricately carved. These perpendicular shop-fronts date from the mid-19
Century and derived from the introduction of 4 feet x 2 feet panes coupled with the unavailability
of large plate glass until the 20th Century. Traditional fronts can be spoiled by the removal of the
original vertical mullions to introduce a larger window. Where this has happened consideration
should be given to dividing up the window with new mullions, producing a window with vertical
strips.
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1.14
Decorative Details
The consoles at either side of the fascia and the cornice are the principal areas for decorative
features. Traditionally, shutters were painted wooden panels which lifted out. Shutters for the
outside of shop windows were mainly for practical use and were therefore quite plain; however,
some were carefully crafted to give the shop an attractive appearance when closed. Such
features are always worth preserving as they are unusual and pleasant features on the street.
1.15
Lettering and Painting
The hand-painted lettering of the nameboard is a special Irish craft and is one of the most
important components of the traditional Irish shopfront. During the latter part of the 19th century
several attractive forms of lettering were introduced: raised marble ceramic, channelled lettering
and trompe l’oeil, which gives an artificial three-dimensional effect. The latter two forms are often
found behind glass. When a shop changes ownership consideration should be given to retaining
the original name, particularly if this has local historical significance. Old shop names, particularly
family names help to give the town a sense of place and identity. The old nameboard should be
preserved or restored using traditional lettering and local sign writers.
Hand-painted advertisements on walls, old enamelled signs and hanging signs representing
trades are features which add to the decorative quality of buildings. Shop-fronts are traditionally
painted in strong colours.
1.16
Guidelines for New Shopfronts
The following criteria will apply when considering applications for development of shop fronts:
1
2

3

4
5
6

7

Shop-front advertisements normally should be restricted to fascia signs placed immediately
above the shop window.
There should be normally not more than one hanging sign to each property frontage, and the
bracket should not extend more than 80cm from the wall face and the lowest part of the sign
a minimum of 2.2m above pavement level.
In the case of properties with multiple tenancies, the ground floor shop may have a fascia
sign and one additional projecting sign may be permitted to the first floor premises. A plaque
located at the front door should serve all additional tenants.
Where there is insufficient fascia space decorative lettering can be painted directly onto the
display window, provided it is of an appropriate form.
Brand advertising is not acceptable on fascias and fascias should not link buildings of
different styles.
Modern roller shutters result in a blank appearance during closing hours and render a dead
street frontage. Thus, applications including such roller shutters will be deemed
unacceptable.
Separate entrances to upper level residences should be retained and reinstated where
feasible. Preference will be given to applicants adhering to these design criteria.

1.17
Individual House Design Features
The building materials selected for a new dwelling should display recognition of the materials
which are prevalent in the locality. In this respect, the widespread use of plastered or rendered
walls offers the strongest guideline. Building colour is a personal choice. However, it is advisable
to observe and conform to the colours used on locally painted houses. The following is an
assessment of traditional design features which are found in rural Tipperary villages. New houses
proposed for Holycross village will be required to demonstrate close adherence to these design
features and to utilise them in their design and finish. Developments which do not reflect these
guidelines and are inappropriate by design and scale shall not be permitted.
1.18
Height Controls
Holycross village centre is formed by a number of building types, particularly two-storey
commercial properties and the single-storey terrace of dwellings. All structures, with the exception
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of public and religious
buildings within the village
are no higher then twostories. Consequently, no
dwelling in the village
shall be higher then twostories. Attic conversions
may
be
considered,
however maximum floor to
ridge heights in excess of
eight metres will not be
permitted.
1.19
Walls
and Gables
New dwellings proposed
for
Holycross
should
reflect existing dwellings
in the vicinity. Walls shall
Vernacular Dwelling/Shop (three-bay, two-storey) in the
be
finished
with
a
Village Centre
plastered and rendered
finish, or preferably, with a
rough wet dash render. Colour should be gentle and harmonious with the surroundings; generally
a cream colour or alternatively a stone-coloured paint would be most suitable to the village.
Brickwork and artificial stone are rarely successful in rural Irish villages, and should be avoided.
Brickwork should be kept to a minimum and should only be considered for decorative use, e.g.
chimney detail. Dwellings which propose the simultaneous use of several different materials will
not be permitted, as buildings simple in form and materials are most appropriate for integration
into the village.
The gable of a house should appear solid and not have too many window openings, other then
those which are absolutely necessary, should these be used, they should be small and located
away from the corner. It is now common practise for roof verges and barge boarding to overhang
the gables, this is unacceptable. Overhanging gables should be avoided and roof verges should
be simple and clean.

Vernacular Gable Detail, Roof Pitch and Roof Materials
1.20 Roof Pitch and Finish
Thatch, corrugated iron and slate represent the traditional roofing materials, and can be seen
within the village, whilst slate and concrete tiling is the most commonly used materials today.
Slate is preferable to concrete tiles which do not look as clean nor wear as well. However, where
concrete tiles are used darker colours such as those which imitate slate colours are preferable:
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turf-brown, chocolate-brown or slate-grey. Red roof tiles or roof ridge tiles are both alien and
conspicuous in the countryside and they shall not be permitted. All terraced buildings facing the
main road should have a roof pitch in the region of 35-45 degrees, dwelling with suburban
veranda roofs along the front façade are non-traditional and alien and shall not be permitted.
1.21 Chimneys
Chimneys should be finished in either a render finish to reflect the house or in a traditional red
brick finish. Roof stacks should be incorporated internally into the dwelling, and the chimney
should be central to the roof ridge and of a strong silhouette. Thin, and elongated chimney stacks
shall be discourage as will the use of externally located chimney stack on the gable walls.
1.22 Dormers
Half-dormer style dwellings are very traditional to Tipperary and shall be encouraged within
Holycross village. Dormers should be subordinate to
the overall design and should have a pitched roof
finish, and the window surroundings should be
rendered to reflect the house finish rather then clad
with uPVC fascia boarding. Flat-roofed dormers clad
with timber or uPVC sheets, do not harmonise with
the main roof structure and thus slated or tiled
pitched dormers are more desirable.
Good example of Dormer
windows and single storey porch

1.23 Windows
Modern houses favour large windows which exploit views, however, these may render a weak
façade with an undesirable horizontal emphasis and result in energy losses, consequently, these
shall be not be permitted. Smaller windows of vertical or square proportions are traditional to
Tipperary and should be selected, nonetheless, where larger windows are used these should be
subdivided to retain a vertical emphasis and should not be used throughout the entire dwelling.
The overall proportion of void to solid is critical: windows should not be too close together nor
located near a corner. The use of timber windows shall be encouraged as this is more
sustainable, more traditional and enhances the character of its surroundings far more then the
use of uPVC.
1.24 Doors
Doors simple in form, consisting of either sheeted or panelled timber and often brightly painted
are appropriate to Irish rural villages and shall be encouraged. The use of UPVC windows,
especially those finished in white are inappropriate and shall be strongly discouraged. Garage
doors should reflect the doors of the adjoining dwelling and should be finished in timber, rolling
shutter garage doors shall be strongly discouraged.
1.25 Porches
Single story porches are a feature of Irish houses and shall be encouraged. The used of open
porches, especially those supported by plaster cast columns shall not be permitted.
1.26 Boundary Details
Boundary finishes to dwellings should be simple and should closely resemble those of adjoining
dwellings. A mixture of different boundary finishes e.g. timber rails adjoining rendered walls etc.
result in a significant loss of character and visual amenity for villages. Boundary walls and
finishes in Holycross village should be of natural local stone or a rendered plastered finish. All
walls shall be plastered and capped and painted where necessary. Boundary walls should
following the same building line as adjoining boundaries.
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1.27 Housing Design and Layout
Village expansion should provide focused development which creates clear identifiable village
boundaries. Developments which are grouped rather than scattered preserve the rural landscape,
provide visual coherence and create a village, rather than urban character. Housing provision
should reflect the socio-economic and demographic profiles of the village. New Residential
Development shall provide a social mix by including a range of house types and sizes. Village
housing schemes shall also consider the community needs of the village in terms of the
requirement for a shop or pub, a playground or playing pitch, or other community facilities.
Proposal for housing and mixed-use development must enhance the community life of the village.
Housing developments should be designed to complement and enhance the village in which they
are proposed. Successful design involves consideration of the following points;
• An assessment of neighbouring
properties and the prevailing
character of the village;
• An awareness of opportunities for
village enhancement as part of the
development;
• Development adjacent to main
roads or village centre should
provide a new or improved
streetscape;
• Buildings can be grouped to create
pleasant informal spaces, whilst a
variety in building types can bring a
scene to life;
• Subtle variations in building designs
allow a several houses to read as a
distinct cluster;
• Traditional village character that
can be interpreted in contemporary Traditional Dwelling Detail in Village Centre
design;
• Peripheral dwellings should face outwards across a road, particularly on prominent sites;
• Landscape treatment should integrate new development within the surrounding
environment whilst incorporating the existing vistas and visual links with the countryside;
• New residential development should not break the skyline as seen from outside the
village;
• Attractive ‘gaps’ which provide visual access to the countryside should be maintained;
• Vistas into and within newly developed areas can be created;
• Scheme design should take account of the housing needs within
the village and should provide a variety of house types.
New development must be accompanied by the provision of roads, footpaths or cycle ways to
build up a network of routes between homes, schools, shops and playing fields. Village expansion
presents an opportunity for the improvement of pedestrian and cyclist circulation. Currently, there
are few linking routes for pedestrians and cyclists throughout the villages, whilst direct access into
the countryside by lane ways and footpaths is extremely limited. Additional village developments
should seek to improve such circulation by careful design considerations.
1.28 Landscaping and Planting
Holycross village is characterised by the existence of fine mature deciduous trees within the
centre and by the use of careful planting of deciduous trees on the approach roads. These trees
shall be maintained and protected. All new housing developments shall be required to implement
a planting programme. Any new planting proposed within the village should reflect native and
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local varieties and the use of non-native species shall be discouraged. The use of non native
conifers e.g. Leylandii cypress shall not be permitted
Boundary treatment is a critical factor in village expansion given that new residential
developments generally occur at the perimeter of the existing village core. The outskirts of a
village are important as they act as gateways to the village and distinguish the village from the
surrounding countryside. Thus, significant attention to design criteria is essential to protect and
enhance the external view of the village. Landscape design criteria should form a key aspect in
the layout, form and urban design qualities of all new developments, but particularly those which
form the village boundary. New developments should not form a stark edge to the village, or spoil
the outside view by neglecting the backs of gardens or buildings. Such developments should
shelter and contain the village edge using appropriate native broadleaf species.

Landscaped Open Space and Stone Wall at Sue Ryder Housing Scheme.
Public open spaces are integral to the enjoyment of village life. The provision of both active and
passive recreational open space can significantly enhance village life and aesthetics. A village
green may become a focus for community events or simply an informal meeting place, whilst
other areas may be suitable for the provision of leisure facilities within the village. Even small
spaces which may be limited in function can play a positive role in the village landscape. New
developments coupled with local initiatives can contribute positively to the extent and variety of
open spaces in the village core. Within the framework of the relevant Master Plans, new
developments can be designed to achieve the following;
• Provide well-planned playgrounds, sports grounds and passive open spaces;
• Create linear transitional spaces within or on the edge of the village;
• Allow for informal recreational or meeting spaces; and,
• Play areas shall be designed to be overlooked by housing.
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APPENDIX 2: MASTER PLAN AND VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT SITE BRIEF
2.0
Introduction
Any proposals for the future development of Holycross shall be required to demonstrate that they
shall enhance and consolidate the village. Consequently, there shall be a strong presumption
against development on lands outside of the village boundary. Exceptions shall only be made
where it can be demonstrated that such development shall link with the village and were services
e.g. footpaths, sewage, lighting can be extended to facilitate the development; such sites will
generally be directly adjacent to the village boundary. In such cases a variation of the relevant
County Development Plan in compliance with Section 13 of the Planning and Development Acts
2000-2002.
Table 4 Key Development Sites (See Map 2)
Map reference
Location
Master Plan 1
North side of Village, to rear
of existing farm.
North Tipperary Co. Council
area
Master Plan 2
South East of village, large
open field.
South
Tipperary
Co.
Council area
Development Site 1
Adjacent to river, central
site.
North Tipperary Co. Council
area
Development Site 2
Adjacent
to
holiday
cottages and river.
South
Tipperary
Co.
Council area.
Development Site 3
South side of village, on
Cashel
road.
South
Tipperary Co. Council area
Development Site 4

Area (approx)
5.65

4.68

0.30

1.0

0.94

South of village on Cashel
road.
South
Tipperary
Co.
Council area.
North
of
village
on
Ballycahill Road. North
Tipperary Co. Council Area.

4.1

Development Site 6

North east of village on
Thurles Road R659. North
Tipperary Co. Council area.

1.7

Development Site 7

South east of the village to
the rear of dwellings on the
eastern side of the Cashel
road
North of village to the rear
of the Abbey, National
School and Sue Ryder site.

1.47

Development Site 5

Development Site 8
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A number of key development sites set out in Table 4 located within the village boundary have
been identified in this local area plan. A development brief has been provided to give general
guidance and outline how the development of these sites shall proceed.
2.1
Master Plan
Two key development sites within the village boundary shall require the completion of a Master
Plan of the entire site, prior to application for permission to develop the site. These sites have
been identified due to their size and key locations.
The purpose of each Master Plan is to ensure that each site is assessed in its entirety and that
any proposal for its development shall ensure that the site is developed in such as way as to
enhance and improve the village and to ensure that the site is developed to its full potential
incorporating and assessing elements such as amenity, services, access and different uses of the
development e.g. residential and commercial etc. This approach ensures that development does
not occur in a piecemeal or uncoordinated fashion and to ensure that any site does not become a
dense area of residential development with little or no amenities or services.
2.2
Master Plan Site No. 1
This site is approximately 5.65 ha in area and is located to the north of the village. This site
comprises approximately 3 no. fields and the majority of the site is located to the rear of an
existing farm and a number of residential houses, this has reduced the road frontage of the site to
a section on the southern boundary of the site which lies directly adjacent to the Regional road
R661. The site lies at a higher level then the road (R661) where it adjoins it on its southern
boundary. Generally the site is elevated; however it dips and levels off at the centre. A disused
quarry forms part of the site.
Access to the site is limited due to the poor visibility on the regional road and the development of
the site is dependent on the improvement of the road to ensure that road traffic safety is
maintained. It is envisaged that the vehicular access to the site shall be through a farm entrance
(T9 Specific transport objective), which appears to be part of the landholding. This farm entrance
lies opposite a triangular area of open space, which forms a junction opposite the site. The
improvement of this junction and the realignment of the regional road, to incorporate a
roundabout to service the site, shall be required as part of any master plan for the development of
the site.
Any development of the site shall take the form of an integrated development incorporating a mix
of housing types and a main access as described above. It is envisaged that any residential
development shall be set back from the Dundrum road to allow a buffer landscaped area and
proposed houses shall have a lower ridge height closer to the road. A large area of open space
(circa 1 hectare with a constructed playground), an intensive landscaping scheme, indication of
service provision and connection to the public sewer shall be required as part of any proposed
development on this site. A master plan to outline the development of the entire site shall be
required prior to any application for permission for the development of the site being considered.
2.3
Master Plan Site No. 2
This site is approximately 4.68ha in area and is located on the east side of the village. Recent
developments in this area have resulted in the construction of circa 19 public housing units at
Abbeyside and circa 80 private dwellings, a number of which are still under construction. At
present the site is a large arable field which is level and dry and extends from the R659 to Thurles
on its northern boundary to the Local Secondary road LS 5307 on its southern boundary. This site
is suitable for an integrated development incorporating a mix of residential development types
and a commercial development such as a village shop, crèche etc as part of a neighbourhood
centre. Any commercial development should be located on the north-western boundary of the
site, as is identified as E1 Specific Economic Objective and shall incorporate an enhanced
streetscape at this entrance to the village. .
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A large area of open space/village green (minimum 0.7 hectares incorporating a playing pitch), an
intensive landscaping scheme, indication of service provision and connection to the public sewer
shall be required as part of any proposed development on this site. Any open space proposed
within this site shall be of sufficient size to incorporate a playing field and facilities such as tennis
courts and community centre.
A master plan to outline the development of the entire site shall be required prior to any
application for permission for the development of the site.
2.4
Development Site No. 1
This site is located directly opposite the Cistercian Abbey and lies adjacent to the river, and due
to its sensitive location development of this site must ensure that the visual amenity and
traditional nature of its surroundings is maintained.
The site is approximately 0.3 ha in size and comprises a small paddock which is bordered on its
western side by low agricultural buildings and a residential dwelling. A minor road adjoins the
western boundary of the site, this road exits onto the R659 at a junction with very poor sightlines
and consequently, any development of site 1 shall not be allowed vehicular access onto this
junction. Access to the site can be achieved safety onto the R659 on the southern boundary of
the site. A residential development of this site may be permitted where it can be demonstrated
through careful use of design and materials, that it will enhance the area and complement the
historical abbey opposite. A low, traditional terrace fronting onto the laneway with parking and
open space internal to the site is likely to be most suitable. Improvements to pavements and
public lighting on the laneway would be required.
2.5
Development Site No. 2
This site forms an infill site between an existing residential development of thatched cottages to
the north and a private residential development to the south. A solid stone wall borders the site to
the roadside and this shall be required to be maintained.
This is a level site of approximately 1.0Ha and is suitable for a low- medium density residential
density of story and a half type vernacular houses. Such a scheme shall be of a cluster nature
with a single entrance and central area of green/open space. Any development must not be
visually prominent and must ensure by its design is in keeping with its surroundings, especially
the thatched cottage to the north.
2.6
Development Site No. 3
This site is approximately .94ha in area and has been subject to a number of residential planning
applications. The following ref. no’s. pertain 99/91, 00/775 and 01/725, where no decision has
been made by the Planning Authority on the latter application to date and permission granted
th
under ref. no. 00/775 expired on the 26 September 2005. Given the location of the site at the
centre of the village and the concentration of residential development in the area, the site could
be best developed for the further provision of residential units, in tandem with a village crèche,
play area, and appropriate retail or other village services, i.e. retail or commercial development
which is appropriate to a village the size of Holycross. Any development proposal shall be
required to ensure that designs adhere to the design guidelines and development control
standards set out in the PLAP. The provisions of Part V of the Planning and Development Act
2000 (as amended) would apply.
2.7
Development Site No. 4
This site forms part of a large level landholding which extends from the Regional Road R660 to
the boundary of the River Suir Special area of conservation to the north west. The site has an
area of 4.1 hectares and lies on the southernmost portion of the village.
This site is suitable for low-medium density residential development with a single access and
shall incorporate a large area of central open space (approx 20% of the overall site).
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Development proposals shall be required to ensure that design and layout adhere to the design
guidelines and development control standards as outlined in the PLAP, particularly with regard to
the preservation and enhancement of the rural and village character at this entrance to the
village.
2.8
Development Site No. 5
These sites consist of 1.5 ha. commercially zoned lands located on the eastern side of the
Ballycahill Road on the outskirts of the village. The site was chosen by virtue of its location
removed from the historic village centre with agricultural lands providing some element of buffer
space between the site and residential properties in the vicinity. While there are some residential
units in close proximity, any development permitted on the lands would be required to provide
adequate buffers and set back from relevant boundaries.
The Council would consider that the lands would be most suited to commercial use consisting of
serviced sites for small locally based enterprises which may not have the space to expand at their
existing locations. Alternatively small business/light industrial incubator units, local service
providers or office employment could be accommodated. The Council would not consider the
provision of large retail units to be appropriate at this location.
All development proposals will need to provide an overall site layout and landscaping plan for the
zoned lands with the provision of adequate services and a single access to cater safely for the
needs of the development. Unit design shall respect the rural and historic character of the village.
2.9
Development Site No. 6
These sites consist of 2.7 ha. commercially zoned lands located on the northern side of the
Thurles Road R659 on the outskirts of the village. Like development site number 5 above, the site
was chosen by virtue of its location removed from the historic village centre with agricultural lands
providing some element of buffer space between the site and residential properties in the vicinity.
While there are some residential units in close proximity, any development permitted on the lands
would be required to provide adequate buffers and set back from relevant boundaries.
The Council would consider that the lands would be most suited to commercial use consisting of
serviced sites for small locally based enterprises which may not have the space to expand at their
existing locations. Alternatively small business/light industrial incubator units, local service
providers or office employment could be accommodated. The Council would not consider the
provision of large retail units to be appropriate at this location.
All development proposals will need to provide an overall site layout and landscaping plan for the
zoned lands with the provision of adequate services and a single access to cater safely for the
needs of the development. Unit design shall respect the rural and historic character of the village.
2.10
Development Site No. 7
This site forms part of a large landholding which is located to the rear of five dwellings fronting
onto the eastern side of the Cashel Road and is bounded by new residential development to the
north, agricultural land to the south and the PLAP boundary to the east. The site has an area of
1.47 hectares and is currently accessed via a new vehicular access road onto the Cashel road.
Taking cognisance of the existing access and the location of the lands to the rear of existing
private dwellings, it is considered that the site is suitable for low density residential development
only. Development proposals shall be required to ensure that design and layout adhere to the
design guidelines and development control standards as outlined in the PLAP and shall not
detract from existing residential amenity on neighbouring lands.
2.11
Development Site 8
Site area is 10 acres and is situated in the parkland attached to Gortnagow. Adjoining lands to the
south east and south west respectively are occupied by the Abbey and Sue Ryder houses. The
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extent of remaining road frontage is limited as a result of existing ribbon development. This area
may have sensitive archaeology as it is in close proximity to the Abbey and development of the
land will need to be assessed against its impact on the Abbey and the River Suir.
It is considered that this site is suitable for low-density residential development. A master plan
shall be prepared for the area and shall provide for a single access, low density housing 4 units
per acre and a park along the river. Land adjacent to the river shall be provided as a park and
remaining land is to be maintained for social and public use. Proposals for the owner’s family
members shall be accommodated as apart of these lands. Development proposals shall be
required to that designs and layout adhere to the design guidelines and development control
standards as set out in the PLAP and shall not detract from existing residential amenity and
complement the historic Abbey adjacent.
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APPENDIX 3: LAND USE ZONING MATRIX
Use Classes
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Betting Office
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Cash and Carry Wholesale
Civic Amenity Site
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Guest House/Hostel
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